HOA Video Surveillance
Buyer’s Checklist
The size and scope of Homeowners Associations (HOAs) across the United States has grown at a rapid pace in recent
years. A scalable and cost-effective video surveillance system is an essential tool that HOAs can use to ensure the safety
and security of their residents.

What to know when choosing an HOA video surveillance system
HOA video surveillance
requirements

What to look for in a video
surveillance solution

Neighborhood security and safety

Cloud-based solution that doesn’t require
on-premise equipment

Ability to position cameras at a variety
of locations
No access to a central network operations
center or server room
Advanced event detection to monitor
notable movements and events such as
vehicle entry and exit
Multiple and flexible cameras options to
ensure that you can position the right
camera in the right place
Geographically dispersed across a potentially
large area, so cameras are often on
completely different networks but need to
be accessible from a single account
Secure, cloud-based storage of camera
footage

Open platform camera support so that you
aren’t locked-in to specific camera hardware
Support for multi-user and access control so
residents or safety officers can login and use
the system with appropriate access rights
Advanced features like AI-based vehicle or
person detection are integrated with the
solution
Flexible monthly subscription pricing that
scale with your needs
Seek vendors that have a proven network
of integration partners that understand the
needs of HOAs and can guide and consult on
the best surveillance management, Internet
bandwidth and camera deployment options

A modern alternative to on-premise video surveillance systems
Camcloud is a cloud surveillance platform that is perfect for HOAs and property management companies.

Hardware-free
Eliminate the need for complex on-site
hardware gateways and NVRs. Connect multiple cameras across your
neighborhood directly into one cloud
account for fail-safe HOA security and
video surveillance.

Object and
vehicle detection
Enhance your video surveillance with
AI-driven vehicle, person, animal and
object detection, making it easy to
track and isolate suspicious activity.

Ready to get started with Camcloud?

Open platform
Choose from the largest selection of
cameras that offer easy and secure
plug and play set up. Eliminate complex network configurations, and get
up and running faster.

Contact us Today

